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V. T h e logic of negation;
between Plotinus and Proclus

Plotinus taught in Rome, Proclus in Athens. About two centuries of intellectual development separated the two, as well as the constraints of locality. The
middle period of classical Neoplatonism has always seemed to be a shadowy
one, and the nature of its development has not been well traced. T h e reader
of Damascius is plunged into a philosophy which is obviously Neoplatonist,
but at the same time light years away from the exploratory excursions of
Plotinus. There seems to have taken place a development whose lines have
not yet been clearly delineated in scholarly work on the area, though they
could be, if more detailed work was carried out on the late Greek commentators o n Aristotle. The key figures in this uncharted development are Plutarch
of Athens, Syrianus, Dexippus, and Alexander of Aphrodisias. All of these
writers have a strong sense of the importance of Aristotle, and they seem to
represent an increasing Aristotelianization of Neoplatonism. Dexippus
stands in the Roman line, following Porphyry and Iamblichus; Syrianus follows Plutarch of Athens in the Athenian line, and both Proclus and Damascius depend on Syrianus. The really important figures, then, are Syrianus and
~ e x i ~ & ssince
,
their use of Aristotle is not dissimilar, and yet they stand in
different lines of tradition. Both show the trend towards the increased deployment of Aristotelian logic in the development of Neoplatonism, and both
take us quite close to the better known world of Proclus and Damascius. Of
course the little known figure of Plutarch of Athens must also be crucial,
since he stands at the beginning of the Athenian line, and his influence must
have been of great importance. %at was his approach? Who and where
were his teachers? These questions are of great importance, yet little progress
can be made on them. (One notes with dismay that the Oxford Classical Dictionary does not even have entries on Dexippus, Plutarch of Athens, or Damascius). A similar sort of question exists, of course for the history of the
Christian Platonists, and Rist has recently endeavoured to redraw the lines
leading up to the Platonism of Basil (Basil's "Neoplatonism" . . .). Porphyry
and his influence play a large part in this, and the influence of Alexandria is
of crucial importance as well. The evolution of pagan Neoplatonism is an entirely different one, and only detailed studies of the relevant volumes of the
Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca will solve the problem. It is a difficult
one, since it requires study of the Aristotelian texts themselves, together with
the ability to perceive interpretative glosses on the part of the Neoplatonist
commentators. Over-interpretations, or shifts of perspective, often indicate
the path which this Aristotelianized Neoplatonism is treading.
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In what follows, the commentaries of these authors on the texts of Aristotle which deal with negation will be studied, together with some which deal
with privation. O n many occasions the Neoplatonist commentators simply
reiterate the Aristotelian teaching on negation, but at times they add interpretations of their own, and this is a highly significant step in the development of negative theology.
Plotinus' word for the negation of the via negativa is aphairesis, o r "abstraction". Athenian Neoplatonism, however, uses the term apophasis, o r "negation" proper. The words do have different meanings, and it is worthwhile
inquiring whether there is therefore any substantial difference between the
negative theology of Plotinus and that of the Athenian school. It lies along
these lines: that of Plotinus is fundamentally the via negativa of Middle Platonism, with its emphasis on the progressive removal of attributes with a view
to forcing an understanding- of the transcendent. That of the Athenian Neofollows a tradition of revived study of Aristotle, during which the
logic of negation as explored by Aristotle in the Metaphysics and elsewhere,
was considered and developed. As a consequence, the term aphairesis disappeared from usage in the context of the via negativa, and the richer possibilities of the logic of negation proper were exploited. The way in which the logic of the relevant terms was developed will be illustrated in the texts which
follow. Because these are not generally available in Greek, and are not translated, I have given both my translations and the Greek texts where necessary.
It is worthwhile observing to start with, that the same usage of steresis that is
found in Aristotle, is also found in the late commentators. (I stress this in
view of van Winden's artificial distinction between k n o q m o ~ qand oxkpqotcj
in Vigiliae Christianae 36, 1982, 70-75, reviewing my Gnosis in the Reallexikon fiir Antike und Christentum: see appendix I.) There is a tendency to
treat steresis both as an epistemological and an ontological concept, and this
can be attested by reference to Syrianus (CAG VI, 16, 10 ff.):
For if one knows and is able to say something about a thing through privation or negation, such as knowing that the point has no parts or that the divine is immortal. . .

( ~yhp
i 0x6~pkv nco~~ a6i6th ~ f j gG T E ~ ~ G E OfiS~ f dlnoqho~ag
j ~
~ i n ~TL
i vn ~ p i
TOO nphypa~og~ U V ~ ~ OE~ OVV6O~i6C3g
~ , OTL ~b o-qpiov dlp~pG~
~ o l~6
i B~iov&OhvaTov. ..)
Syrianus here treats both privation and negation as ways of knowing, and
shows no consciousness of the later Thomist tendency to limit privatio to
states of being. It may be noted that the examples he chooses both use the
a privative as the means of negating or depriving of characteristics. One further notes that Syrianus speaks of considering things orspqxLr6.jg (CAG VI,
56, 34), which can only mean "privatively". The difference between saying
that things are considered "privatively" and that things are considered "nega-

Negation and indefiniteness
tively", is not very great. As with Aristotle, negation is a broader concept,
and privation a narrower one: privation simply specifies the type of negation
involved.
Syrianus develops his interpretation of the Aristotelian privatiodnegation
on page 6 1, 1.29 ff. (CAG VI). He is commenting on Aristotle's Metaphysics,
and Aristotle in 1004" has been dealing with the study of opposites: he talks
of plurality as "the negation or privation of unity". Syrianus proceeds to attempt to distinguish between the two, and Aristotle himself says a few words
about this. Aristotle's own view (Met. 1004") is that in privation there is a
substrate (6no~~tpkvq)
of which the privation is predicated, but that negation is an absence (hnouoia) of the thing in question. Aristotle seems to
think he has made a distinction here, and it can be glossed like this: a privation is predicated of a certain "base", of which a thing is said to be absent,
but a negation refers to the absence of a thing without any reference to a
"base" which might support it. Syrianus offers his own gloss as follows, and
it is instructive to note how he builds on the terms:
Plurality is either the negation or the privation of the one. These opposites differ
from each other, in that negation is true of everything beyond the one which is denied. For "not horse" is true of everything apart from the horse, but this is not the
case with privation. For privation does not supply <the notion> of the simple absence of a state (it is not the case, for example, that being blind is not having sight,
since a stone would then be blind), but of the state's absence from what is naturally
disposed to bear it. "Deaf", then, applies not to everything which does not hear, but
to the ear (if it fails to hear), since it has the natural capacity to hear. For it is necessary to postulate one nature in the state, and in the privation. This difference between
privation and negation is the very greatest. If then privation or negation of the one is
plurality, since through each contemplation of the one occurs, knowing the one and
the many is the same thing. Overall, knowing opposites which are distinguished from
each other in this manner is a single science.

(zh yhp nohhh .ij.l-ot&n6cpaot~200 b v o ~fl o ~ k p q o t Gtacpkpouot
~.
6k &hhfihovai
dv~t0kostgaijtat, 62t fi pkv &nocpaot~Eni n h v ~ o v&hq0s6stTQV nap& TO iSv EKETVO
26 &vatpo6psvov - TO yhp o 6 %
~ n n okni
~ n h v ~ o v&hqekl;aav nap& xov 'innov, fi 6k
o ~ k p q oot ~6 o~i ) ~ c u. ~06 yhp 6nh65 &no6oq~
T ? ~ SEkso~< iiwotav > napio~qotv
fi
ozkpqoy (ob yhp ~ u c p h bb~ pq i i ~ o vdytv, Ensi ~ a hi0og
i
&v fiv ~ucphb~),
&Ah'
&no6oq~
700 T C E ~ ~ U K ~ Zabxijv
OS
Gk~so0at- ~ocp6voijv o6xi nCiv 8 p4 & K O ~ E
&hhh
L,
TO 06s khv p?) &KO~TJ,
6 ~~ t~ ( P U K E~V~ K O ~ E.L861
V yhp \5no~sio8at
piav cpbotv Q E ~ E L
~ a i o~epfioet.~ a Gtacpoph
i
pkv aczq peyio~qo ~ s p f i o s o~~ acknocphosos.
i
slzs
pkv~oto ~ k p q o 8ozt
i ~ 700 k v o ~~h nohhh ~'ias&n6<paotg,knst84 tit' k ~ a ~ k p aEgo ~ t
26 Ev 0swp?joat, 200 a6200 8 o ~ 26
t 2s Ev siGkvat ~ a .ch
i nohhdl.) (CAG VI, p.61,

1. 30 ff.)
One notes firstly that negation proper is said to be a matter of indefiniteness,
since "not horse" is true of everything but "horse". O n this view negation liberates thought, opening up to it a limitless range of possibilities. "Green",
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"yellow" and "Wednesday9' are all cases of "not horse", and in fact everything else is as well: everything is "not horse", except of course that single
thing, "horse" itself. This appears t o be the major feature of apophasis which
is stressed by Syrianus. Privation, o n the other hand, contains a hidden statement about the capacity or nature of the thing which is the subject of discussion: blindness implies a nature capable of possessing sight. Blindness cannot
be attributed to a stone, for example, and so predicating blindness carries
with it two kinds of information: firstly the absence of the ability to see, and
secondly that the capacity to see could logically belong to the subject under
discussion. Privation, on this view, carries with it a clearly kataphatic aspect,
in that absence is coupled with an implied statement about the nature of the
object under discussion.
In this way apophasis and stevesis emerge as types of negation which are
very different in function: the latter actually reveals something in the course
of making a negative statement about a thing, but the former reveals nothing
at all by negating something about the subject under discussion. Syrianus' explanations here are quite consistent with what Aristotle himself says in various places. The observation about steresis is already contained in the Aristotelian passage under discussion (Met. 1004"), but the observation about the
indefiniteness of apophasis is to be found elsewhere, at least implied elsewhere. In the O n Interpretation 16" 31 the difficulty of classifying "not-man"
is discussed: it is said to be neither a sentence (hoyo~)nor a negation (&zocpaot~),but an indefinite noun (6vopa &opto.tov). Despite the fact that Aristotle refuses to call this verbless utterance a negation, it is instructive to note
that he considers a negated noun to be indefinite in character. A proper negation requires a full sentence with a verb, but one may deduce that since indefiniteness results from the use of O ~ in
K this case, it would result from the
negation of a full sentence.
Syrianus' commentary seems to be alluding to some such consideration as
this, when it says that 'hot horse" is true of everything apart from "horse".
T h e negative, in effect, opens up the field so that the range of possible meanings is limitless, and this appears to be the view of the O n Interpretation passage. It is worthy of note that Alexander of Aphrodisias echoes this view in his
commentary on the Sophistic Elenchos (CAG 113 98, 1.22 ff.): . . . cli &xocphoet~koptozoi eiotv . fj yhp hiyouoa & x o q a o t ~' ~ 0 06
6 ~AEUKOV k o ~ t v '
&opto.to~.
.. Negations are indefinite, Alexander says, and confines his
example to a non-verbal expression, in the manner illustrated above.
Returning now to Syrianus, there are two crucial passages for the via negativa, both of which illustrate a certain development over and above AristotleJs view. Syrianus here makes certain remarks about being and negation
which are distinctly un-Aristotelian, and which therefore pinpoint the moment of transition. This transition, occurring in the course of Neoplatonism,
is effected through advances in the interpretation of Aristotle. This may seem
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odd, but then the Platonic and Aristotelian traditions have never been so inseparably removed from each other as students of Western thought have
sometimes imagined. The first of these passages is drawn from Syrianus'
Commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics 1003a 21 ff.
And what is remarkable, if we make negative statements about accidents and being itself? "Not white" and "not man" are examples. In this a certain remarkable and miraculous power emerges within the essence of being. For if it gives a part of existence
to such opposites to being as this, it surely fills all with existence and brings succour
without stinting to all things, from itself. Thus the good would be the cause of that
which is said to be evil, and the light of darkness, and thus being could be the cause
even of that which does not exist. Whenever then we say that not being does not exist,
we rightly predicate being of it.

( ~ aali O a u p a o ~ ~6nou
v , ~ a~ ih TQV
g oupp~Pq~6-cwv
cinoqho~tg~ aT&S
i a\5~qgT ~ S
oboiag d v a i cpapw; E o ~ yhp
t n w ~ aTOi pil h ~ u ~ ~
o vaTOi 0 6 &ve)pcono~.
~
05 67)
~ aBaupao-cil
i
TLS ~ aGatpovia
i
T@ b v ~245
t o6oiag fi G\jvaptg &vacpaivs.tat . ci yhp
Kai TO% oiov & V T I K E L ~ ~ V Oa67q
L ~ 700 & h u tp&~a6i6oot,
nQs 0 6 ~ni h v ~ aTOO 6vzog
7chr)poi ~ an&otv
i
&cpeovogTI)Vnap' a f i ~ qbpkyet
s
po~'@&tav;
~ a 0 h n O~ p~ TV & Y ~ ~ O V
~ aaQv
i heyopkvov l c a ~ a va i ~ t o v~ aTOi q 8 TOO
~ o~ozoug,o 6 ~ ~
o afl io6oia TOO
~ a~bi pq 6v ~ l v anag
t aizia . o ~ a yoov
v
hkywp~vTO p4 6v dvat pi) 6v, &hqe)&\joPEV TO E ~ V KaTr)yopo~VT&~
~ L
a6~oO.)(CAG VI, 57, I. 4 ff.)
Syrianus is dealing with what is presented as a conundrum by Aristotle in the
Metaphysics 1Q03b10, namely that "we even say that not being is not being"
Aristotle is more concerned with the classification of things which deal with
being, and whether they form one science (episteme) o r not. There are n o
lyrical testimonies to the power of being, such as we find in Syrianus' commentary. Syrianus develops the ontological side of Aristotle's statement,
dwelling on the ccmiraculous"power of being to sustain all types of reality,
even those standing in opposition to each other. Thus even the statement
not being is not" attributes being of some kind: otherwise it could not have
been made. Its negative character does not deprive it of the ability to attribute being. Syrianus marvels at the sustaining power of this being, but we
note that even the negative statement about the existence of being implies being of some sort. In other words, we have a second example of a way in
which a negative statement can carry a kataphatic, or positive, statement implied within it.
Elsewhere however Syrianus raises the possibility of that which is beyond
being. In an unfortunately passing reference, Syrianus raises the question of
the hyperousios, the being which is transcendent. Aristotle asserted (Met. 996"
30) the principle that everything must be either affirmed or denied as one of
the received principles of the demonstrative sciences. Syrianus confirms this,
but asks the following question:
CC

But if something is transcendent and has neither name, nor science nor is in any way

The hyperousios
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capable of utterance, how then must it be capable of affirmation or negation, in respect of which all discourse is false?
( 8 n ~86v
i T L 6n~po6otov ~ ap ii p 6vopa EX^ p f i k~ n~t ~ ~ f i p$@'
q v 6 h o bq~ov
~

4

5,T G ~dSl v d l y ~ q ~ oTo ~' ~~ax6qaaLv
V~
fl ~ l j v&nbqaotv&k~ao@at,
8q' 06 n a h~o y o ~
y ~ u G f i ~(CAG
; ) VI, 18, 1. 25 ff.)

It is unfortunate that S ~ r i a n u sdoes not pursue this question, which is probably the result of applying the Parmenides of Plato to the present passage of
Aristotle. The One which is beyond being, and is not capable of being referred to in discourse, and is not subject to either negation or affirmation,
appears among the hypotheses of the Parmenides (160 B ff.) and is most likely in Syrianus' mind here, where he is focussed on Aristotle's view of what is
demonstrable.
Syrianus is clearly pitting the sceptical elements of Platonism against the
logocentric views of Aristotle. In the immediately preceding passage of the
Metaphysics (996"O ff.) Aristotle has defined wisdom as the knowledge of
.
continues:
being ( o ~ s i a ) Aristotle
While there are many ways of knowing the same thing, we say that he who knows
what a certain thing is, knows more than he who knows what it is not. (Met 99bb 14)

Aristotle does not develop this, but it is an intriguing remark. It is of course
obviously true, but he may just have had in mind some view which is the
forerunner of the via negativa, and may be criticizing it. I have argued elsewhere that he seems t o know of the negative method of conceptualizing abstract ideas, and that he seems to object to it (I, p. 143). We may have another case of that here. Syrianus, however, is not so interested in this part of
it, but rather highlights the confidence with which Aristotle speaks of the
knowledge of being. H e asks the question which Aristotle does not ask, and
which a Neoplatonist commentator had to ask, namely what of that being
which is beyond (hyper-. . .), or transcendent? Such being is not subject to the
normal rules, and there is no sense in which such being must either be affirmed or negated. T h e rules of discourse simply do not apply t o it. Aristotle's concern here is entirely with the speakable, whereas the Neoplatonist
commentator wants to raise both the question of the speakable, and that of
the unspeakable simultaneously.
It should be noted that in both of these passages Syrianus accepts that negatives apply to being. In the last passage discussed, the implication is that kataphatic and apophatic statements apply to being, in both cases. In the former
passage this is also true, and Syrianus appears to be saying that despite appearances, negations such as "not white" o r "not man" carry with them an
implication of the existence of being. The hyperousios is beyond both affirmation and negation.
Here is the clear preparation for the view of Proclus (see pp. 107 ff.), for
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whom negations serve a useful purpose, but only up to a point. When one
has reached this point, the method of forming concepts by negatives is no
longer useful, and so the final negation of negation itself occurs. Proclus
tries to deal with the transcendent being, the hypeuousia, through the hypernegation, and in this it is as if he is replying to the question raised by Syrianus: how can the transcendent admit of negation or affirmation? But in the
end Proclus too seems to connect negation with being, and abandons it for
pure silence. Negation is treated as part of a series of linguistic manoeuvres,
which have only a pretranscendental applicability.
We move now to Dexippus, another little-known precursor of later Athenian Neoplatonism, whose importance is very great. Like Syrianus, he deserves more study if the gap between Plotinus and Athenian Neoplatonism is
to be better understood. We have Dexippus' commentary on Aristotle's Categories, and through this medium a few quite important observations on the
nature of negation. It is 'worth noting, in passing, that Porphyry also left a
commentary on Aristotle's Categories: he, however, did not rise to the occasion on the subject of negation, and made no remarks of any importance
about it, at least in this commentary. Dexippus did feel that the subject was
worthy of extended comment within the framework of this exercise.
We begin with a passage which compares negation with affirmation, and
has negation revealing the "truest essence of things".
But that is worth querying, since it does not tell us what essence is, but what it is not,
and that it causes us to know other things, but not itself, since if we say in response
that man is neither horse nor dog, we have said what he is not, none the more defining what he is through the negation, than when man was undefined at the outset. For
we would not give a particular characteristic, knowing it already, for example that
man is capable of laughter.
But it must be added, that it is not a definition which is profferred, but a description, and that many definitions are given by negation, whenever that which is affirmed is familiar. Thus, with the good and the bad being familiar, some define the
indifferent, which is neither bad nor good. And thus one makes a statement about
that which is in the subject, or in respect of the subject, in order that through their negation one might display essence in the truest sense. And one is not satisfied with negation alone, but adds an example, as one might say that man is neither horse, nor ox,
and then add, "for example, Socrates".

(Ahhh pIjv K&KETVO & ~ L O V&nopqaat, c b ~06 ~ L ~ & ~xiK~ EC TLT,fi~ Vocoia, &Ah&Ti
06, ~ aO iT n~ o t ~T&
l &Ahaytyvbo~stvq6&,CauxIjv 6i: oij, k n ~~i a~ i' TLS
i ~ b &v0pov
~ C O V&n06t606~
p f i I~ ~~ O~'inot
V ~ T ' ~ TKE ~ V U
o ~t
, pi:^ O ~ EOTLV
K
E ~ ~ ~ 6K8.h
Kkoxtv
E,
o66i:v p&hhov dqopioaxo 6tci T ~ &no<p&oso~
S
f j ~ T kE t & p ~ &bptozo~
q ~
qv 8
&v0pon0~066' &V TO F ~ L O V ~Fnqx t ~ q6q
,
k y v h ~ a p ~xiv ~ C T TOW~ O, VTOV
&v~panov
y~hao~t~bv.
'Ahhh n p 0 ~TaOxCX ~ E K T ~~OTVOL, ~ EOTLV
K
6 ~ 8 0~ T P ~
O K E ~ ~ E V O S& h r hToypCt<pfi,
K a i 6 ~ nohhoi
t
opot ~azdu.6noqaotv hbyovxat, d ~ a yvbptpa
v
fi T& ~axaqacrK6p~va . o 6 ~ c oyoOv
~ yvopipou ysvopkvou TOO &yaeoO K a i K ~ K O OTO &6tdeqopov 6pi-
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Lov~aiTLVES,
6 C17j't~ OlyaO6v &amp " i j ~K ~ K O V .~ akv~a00a64
i
o6v 6tb ~ 0 0 npo~ 0
EIRE
n ~ pTOO
i kv 6 n o ~ ~ t p k v~q a~ ia 0bzo~~tpkvou,
'
'iva 6th z q dlno(pho~o~
~
ahav
T ~ V
~ u p t o ~ & z qofioiav
v

6qhhoq. ~ a oi 6 fip~koeq
~
povq & ~ C O ( P &dlhhh
~ E L Kai
,
naph6stypa npook8q~~v,
6 m ~ EFp 'GYhkyov dvat TOV uveponov pfi0' 'innov
SoUv npocr$eiq k ( p ~ g f 'o1ov
j~
COKP&Z~~'.)
(CAG W 244,
, lo4 ff.)
This passage is ~ r o r n ~ t eprincipally
d
by Aristotle Categories 2" I1 ff., and
here Aristotle asserts the impossibility of affirming or denying predicates of a
subject. Dexippus takes a step which is not given any underpinning in the text
cc
of Aristotle, when he claims that by negation essence in the truest sense"
( ~ f i v~uprw.rCmqvobcrlav) is revealed. This corresponds to Aristotle's o b o i a
fi ~ u p t b ~ .a. .~A~yopi:vq
a
(Cat. 2" 1I), and this Aristotle claims cannot be
asserted of a subject, or found in it. H e reiterates and develops this in Cat. 2"
28, where it is argued that the names and definitions of things found in a
subject cannot be predicated of that subject. Now on this point Dexippus
makes a claim which is not adumbrated by Aristotle, namely that the "truest
essence" can be revealed by negation: this is an epistemological innovation,
added by Dexippus to the themes being developed by Aristotle. Dexippus
further notes that many definitions are given through negative statements,
and his own desire to introduce the negative method of conceptualizing
things is quite clear: his gloss on Aristotle adds a theme. It is also t o be noted
that Dexippus couples knowledge of the familiar with the ability to make a
successful negative statement: in other words, the use of the negative depends on the ability to make positive statements first. These positive, or kataphatic, statements serve to pinpoint the concept being defined negatively.
That such is Dexippus' view is confirmed in the following passage:
Wherefore number is prior, just as we become familiar with the negation through the
affirmation, and for this reason affirmation is prior.. .

(6th TOOTO 6 Olptepb~n p o ~ k ~ a ~6 ~o an t~,p6 1 6 fiv
~ ~ knocpaotv y v o p i ~ o p ~6th
v
a ~ a c p h o6th
~ o~oOzo
~ , K ~ K E n~ pV o~ ~ k ~ a ~ .)~ (CAG
a l . . IV2, 68,l. 4 f.)

T ? ~ S~

Affirmation and negation have a close relationship, in which negation takes
second place. Clearly enough negation is logically secondary, since it cannot
negate without a prior positive claim having been made. Dexippus sees the
two as working together, and does not envisage negation as some kind of solo epistemological function, putting aid single-handedly to all accumulations of kataphatic statements. One is sometimes tempted to see the via negativa in isolation like this, and it is useful to note Dexippus' presentation of
the apophatic method as part of a prior kataphatic procedure.
Another passage tending to link apophasis and kataphasis is as follows:
Aristotle himself treated this better in the Notes. Having expounded the categories together with their modes, negations, privations and indefinites at the same time, he
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dealt with them calling the modes "inclinations". Thus barefootedness will be of the
same category as being shod, and breathing a horse is of the same category as driving
it, and similarly of harnessing it. And the negations of these things will be of that of
which the affirmations are part, and their indefinites of that of which their definitions
are part. For in general it is in this that negations and privations have being, in that
they are not the things denied.. . Concerning the one, it could be demonstrated in
many contexts, that it does not fall outside the categories.
(nspi 6i7 ~ 0 6 Pkhztov
~ 0 ~a h b g 'Apto~to~khqg
kv TOTS 'Ynopfipaotv &ve6i6a@
npooeei~y&p ~ h ~g a ~ q y o podv
i a ~T ~ T Gn ~ h o s o t va h 6 v ~ azatg
i &nop&oeot~ a i

.caT~oTapf)osat ~ a aoZg
i
&opiozot~6 ~ 0 0B U V ~ Z ~ ~ a\5'6Qv
EV
djv 6t6ao~ahiav
n ~ b o s ~t ~h ky~hiostg
g
dvop&(ov. Es~at6fi o6v TQ &vuno6s~siv~ 4 5
Kaqyopiag, 45 ~ a TOi b71;06@6ka8at,~ a~bi &vanvsiv zijg TOO &stv ~a.cl)yopia~,
6o.r;~
~ a TOi hnhioeat. ~ a aii 8nocpcioet5 o6v ~ o b ~ Eoov~at
ov
&v ~ a a i ~atap&ostg,
Kai T& d6ptoTa ~ o 6 ~ &v
o vK a i Z& hptopkva - ~ a 8 6 h o uyhp 6v zobzq E~ovotTQ eivat ai &noyhosy ~ aotspljost~
i
tv a 9 T& &vatpobpsva pfi &hat. .. nepi 66 ZOO
kv6g, hg o6rc ~ ~ O T Liico
V
niin~ovZQV ~a't~yoptBV,
nohha~00&v ZLS 6cno6~icste.)
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In this brief discussion of the Notes (probably lecture records, not by Aristotle himself; see Grayeff, Aristotle .. ., p.78) the same general assertion is
made about negation and affirmation, that they are of the same thing. %at
links "shoelessness" and "being shod" is that they fall within the same category. And since the one is said not to fall outside the categories, the same
link between negative and positive statements about the one must exist. The
underlying category unites the two, so that they are part of the one discourse
(logos). Again we see the use of negation, not as an isolated epistemological
tool, but as part of a web of discourse, and dependent on various other forms
of speech. It is a tool which can only be used in a reciprocal relationship with
other such linguistic tools.
We turn now to the evidence of Alexander of Aphrodisias, whose Greek is
somewhat more limpid than that of Dexippus. Alexander, however, is somewhat less useful as a source for the transitional stage which has been the object sf inquiry here. The real advances over Aristotle seem to lie with Dexippus and Syrianus. A study of the following passage will show why. In a crucial passage (Met. 1Q2Zb 32) Aristotle says that there are as many privations
as there are negations formed by the alpha privative. I have studied this elsewhere (The Fundamentals.. ., and vol I, 1391, and one might have hoped for
some illuminating comment from Alexander on the passage, or at least some
sign of another point of view on the passage coming into existence. But Alexander writes as follows:
crAnd",he says, ccthere are as many privations as there are negations derived from the
alpha [sc. privative]". H e says that alpha negations are privative denials. This is properly the case of the negation arising from the use of "not". As many, he says, as there
are denials through the use of the alpha, which are negations s f things, to the same
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extent these are said to be privations. For the alpha negation is indicative of a privation. And he explains the difference between them by means of example: unequal [alpha
'ioov] is that which has equality by nature, but is said not to have it, so that the
privation indicates this as well.
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oqpaiv~t.)(CAG I, 419,l. 22 ff.)
Alexander simply says what Aristotle says, but in more words. N o r does he
take advantage of his own prolixity to solve problems, raise further questions, or fill in gaps. Alexander's commentary here, and at other crucial
points, is limited to mere repetition of Aristotle. In this sense he is a real doxographer. Syrianus and Dexippus over-interpret by comparison, and are
more in the style of the Neoplatonist blend of innovation and traditionalism.
For this reason they tell us more of the evolution of late Greek philosophy:
their relative lack of fidelity as commentators is more revkaling than Alexander's repetitions are.
A similar case occurs when Alexander comes to comment on Aristotle,
Metaphysics 1003b 10: '"ence
we say that even not being is not being". This
apparent paradox is of great interest for the student of Neoplatonism, who
will want to know about the extent and function of being in the later Greek
writers, but Alexander's comments on it offer no elucidation. Here again
(CAG I, 243, 1. 8 ff.) Alexander simply repeats Aristotle, using his words but
in different combinations. One word of interest might be the word
cc
strength" ( i o ~ h g ) in
, that Alexander observes that this principle shows "the
strength of essence in relation to existence and being" (1. 10). This is probably not a word which would have been chosen by Aristotle to describe
csbia, and may reflect the more dynamic later Greek view of it. A sort of expansion of this thought can be found in the commentary of Syrianus on the
same passage, translated on page 89, where Syrianus refers to being '"giving
SUCCOUP", and "giving unstintingly". Alexander does not go this far, but this
virtual personification of being hints at it. Apart from this un-Aristotelian
term, however, there are no further clues as to the author's own thoughts,
and nor is it clear whether he had any.
In conclusion: with Syrianus and Dexippus we have the preparation for
Proclus and Damascius. Their specific contribution lies in the development
and scrutiny of the Aristotelian logic of negation. This enriches the Neoplatonist understanding of the hyporheses of the Parmenides, since it provides
penetrating insights into what might be meant by the use of the negative in
such expressions as "not-one" and "not-being". Platoysown analysis of nega-
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tion does not go very far: Aristotle's is far deeper, and for this reason the
cc
middle" Neoplatonists found it useful as an instrument for extending the insights of Plato. Given their tradition-centred approach it must have seemed
the obvious thing to do: it must have appeared that Aristotle could tell them
what Plato really meant.
In particular, the following themes can be isolated. Firstly, it is Syrianus
who raises the question of the hyperousios, the realm above being which may
not be subject to either negation or affirmation. This comes in the middle of
a discussion of Aristotle's view that in the demonstrative sciences everything
must be either affirmed or denied, and it would thus appear that Syrianus is
raising a transcendentalist question of the text of Aristotle, itself uninterested
in the issue. The hypotheses of the Parmenides appear to be making their
way into Aristotle's Metaphysics. Syrianus raises the question of the unspeakable, and this helps to explain Proclus' view that both affirmation and
negation are appropriate to a Iower order of being only, and that silence is
most appropriate to the realm of that which lies beyond being (see p. 116).
Even negatives, on this view, will apply to the mundane level of being itself.
Secondly, it has been noted that Proclus sees affirmation and negation
as
being in a reciprocal relationship, functioning together and interdependently
(p. 114 ff.). This finds its antecedent in Dexippus (p. 92 ff.), who speaks of
becoming familiar with the negation through the prior affirmation. The
statement comes first, and is followed by the negation which is intended to
clarify it, as for example in Augustine's statement that God is a perfume,
which is not borne away by the breeze. T h e negation follows, and depends
for its meaning, on the preceding statement. Proclus makes ample use of the
interaction of negation and affirmation in his Commentary on Euclid's Elements.
Thirdly, negation is said by Dexippus to reveal the "truest essence" of a
thing (p. 92 ff.). In this he takes a step not taken by Aristotle, from whom the
phrase "truest essence" comes, but who does not recommend trying to know
it by negation. O n the other hand Dexippus provides a clear precedent for
the use of negation by Proclus, again as indicated in his discussion of Euclid.
Fourthly, privation is treated by Syrianus (p. 90 ff.) as a type of negation
which tends to be virtually kataphatic in character: the adjective "blind" is a
privation which reveals a great deal about the subject under discussion, such
as that it is an animal with the logical capacity for sight. For this reason it
tends to be passed over as an instrument of negative theology, since apophasis
formulates the absence of a thing without any kataphatic implications about
it or its underlying substance. Apophasis involves the indefinite: to this extent
its use as a precision instrument seems paradoxical. It is less indefinite when
seen in the light of an accompanying affirmation, but it is true that we are in
the end resented with the idea that precision in thought requires opening it
up rather than narrowing it down.
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We appear to have found, through these sources, the explanation of the
difference in the terminology of the via negativa, between the Middle and
Later Platonists. Middle Platonism uses the word h q a i p ~ oand
t ~ sometimes
&vClhuo~<,for the negative merhod, whereas Proclus and Damascius use
dm6qaoy. This is not a merely superficial difference, in that real conceptual
issues are part of the variation in terminology: the philosophical differences
will be outlined later, but it is noted here that Dexippus, Syrianus (and, one
surmises, Plutarch of Athens) provide some of the missing pieces of the puzzle. The study of Aristotle provided a wealth of information about the logic
of negation, and the use of negative statements. These ideas could readily be
adapted to the transcendentalist purposes of the Neoplatonists. Where Aristotle limited himself to the discussion of essence and substance in the context
of negation, the late Greek thinkers were able to see further possibilities.
Advances in logic, made by Aristotle, fertilized the understanding of Plato by
the late Greek thinkers, and this is particularly so in the case of negation.
T h e term abstraction (hqaipeotS) is limited to a narrowly mathematical context by Syrianus and Dexippus; it is now scaled down and limited in its scope,
after a period of enlargement with the Middle Platonists. Negation proper
absorbs the field, so that by the time of Proclus, even Euclid's negative methods of definition are described by Proclus as cases of apophasis.
The entry of the Parmenides of Plato into the Metaphysics of Aristotle has
been noted above. Gersh, in his highly erudite From Iamblichus to Eriugena (137,
n. 61), draws attention to this in a different way. H e sees the interpretation of the
first and second hypotheses of the Parmenides, as given by Syrianus in relation to
the Metaphysics (CAG VI1 46,l. 42 ff.), as crucial for the development of negative theology. This passage of Syrianus is indeed significant, since the integration
of the One of the Parmenides with that of the Metaphysics provides the basis on
which all such developments rest. But we have argued elsewhere that negative
statements of the first hypothesis had contributed to negative theology since the
days of the Middle Platonists (see Clement), and in any case Syrianus does not develop the point in the above passage.
The real contribution of these Aristotelian commentators is their exploration of the logic of negation, carried out with the assistance of Aristotle.
They are at the stage where it is taken for granted that negation will be used
in metaphysics. Their question is to determine exactly what negation is. Since
Plato left this question open, it was natural to turn to Aristotle for the logical
refinements. Negation is a complex concept, and Plato's Parmenides raised
more questions than it answered. It is all very well to say "not-One", but it is
quite another thing to draw out the whole range of meanings for this. The later Platonists, accordingly, went to the logic of Aristotle for some enlightenment on the "theology" of the Parmenides, that "hymn of negations" as
Proclus called it (see next chapter). This is where the real advance in the negative theology of the period is to be found.

